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PHOENIX  TS

Leading Through Change

BONUS! Cyber Phoenix Subscription Included: All Phoenix TS students receive complimentary
ninety (90) day access to the Cyber Phoenix learning platform, which hosts hundreds of expert
asynchronous training courses in Cybersecurity, IT, Soft Skills, and Management and more!

Course Overview
Change is something that excites people who love opportunities for growth, to see and learn about new
things, or who like to shift the status quo. Some changes, however, are harder to adjust to and lead to
expressions of resistance and anger. We can take concrete steps to make change more palatable by
understanding people’s hesitation, enlisting the help of others, setting up plans, and managing stressors.
These steps can also ensure that desired changes are implemented successfully.

At the end of this course, you will be able to:

Accept that there are no normal or abnormal ways of reacting to change, but that we must start
from where we are.
See change not as something to be feared and resisted but as an essential element of the world to
be accepted.
Understand that adapting to change is not technical but attitudinal. Change is not an intellectual
issue but one that strikes at who you are.
Recognize that before we can embrace the way things will be, we must go through a process of
grieving, and of letting go of the way things used to be.
See change as an opportunity for self-motivation and innovation.
Identify strategies for helping change be accepted and implemented in the workplace.

 

Schedule

Currently, there are no public classes scheduled. Please contact a Phoenix TS Training Consultant to
discuss hosting a private class at 301-258-8200.

 

https://phoenixts.com/training-courses/leading-through-change/


Course Outline

Module 1: Course Overview

Module 2: What is Change?

Module 3: The Change Cycle

Module 4: The Human Reaction to Change

Module 5: The Pace of Change

Module 6: A Four Room Apartment

Module 7: Dealing with Resistance

Module 8: Adapting to Change

Module 9: Strategies for Dealing with Anger

Module 10: Managing Stress

 

BONUS! Cyber Phoenix Subscription Included: All Phoenix TS students receive complimentary
ninety (90) day access to the Cyber Phoenix learning platform, which hosts hundreds of expert
asynchronous training courses in Cybersecurity, IT, Soft Skills, and Management and more!

Phoenix TS is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of
CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of
individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints re-garding registered sponsors may be
submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its web site:
www.nasbaregistry.org

Register

https://www.nasbaregistry.org


Starting at $1,095

ATTENTION
For GSA pricing or Contractor quotes call

301-258-8200 – Option 2.

Price Match Guarantee
We’ll match any competitor’s price quote. Call us at 240-667-7757.

   


